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Audo Copenhagen Hashira LED
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Norm Architects

Audo Copenhagen Hashira LED
Portable Table Lamp

The Hashira portable table lamp was designed by Norm
Architects, a Copenhagen design duo who draw their inspiration
from Scandinavian design principles of timeless aesthetics and
natural materials. This can be seen in the design of the Hashira
portable lamp that uses natural linen as the main feature. As the
light is diffused through the linen, the natural patterning of the
fabric is highlighted and each unique shade gives out its own
specific light. This design came about after the design duo, Norm
Architects, visited a traditional Japanese Washi papermaker who
inspired Norm Architects to combine the traditional lantern design
with their Scandinavian minimalism. This fusion gives way to the
Japandi trend that values materiality and minimalism.

With a battery concealed in the base of the lamp, this Hashira
table lamp can be charged up using the USB cable and taken
wherever light is needed. A dimmer is placed at the base of the
lamp where you can dim the light to the perfect brightness. This
not only allows you to create the ideal ambience but also extends
the lamp's battery life. At 100% brightness, the Hashira portable
lamp can provide light for up to 11 hours, however, at 25%
brightness, the lamp can last a whole 30 hours without needing to
be charged. This makes the Hashira ideal for a decorative item on
a shelf or bedside as well as a calming diffused light source in
any room of the house.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 2.5W, 2700K, 150 Lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Integrated dimmer on the product.

Dimensions: Ø10cm
Height: 23.5cm
Charging Cable Length: 70cm
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